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Seriously??    by Blair Odney 

 

It’s really important for us to get a clear picture of what’s going on in the story Kelly 

read for us.  For starters, remember that this story is recorded likely in the first few 

years in the second century, about 70 years after the events actually happened.  This 

story that Kelly shared is more myth with theological agenda, then it is actual history.  

It is after all, the gospel of John; metaphor, hyperbole, written to a beleaguered 

community in the second century.  While we can’t be sure this actually happened, we 

are compelled to ask, what it means.  And when we ask what it means, we have to 

consider the details in the story.  There is nothing that can be taken for granted when 

we’re exploring the theological significance of a mythical story. 

 

So paying attention to the details is important from the gospel writer’s perspective.  He  

sets up the third day, the day of resurrection, Sunday, to be a day of confusion, mystery, 

fear.  He tells the story of the disciples...gathered in house where they had met before; it 

might even be the house where the disciples shared their last supper.  They are in 

hiding. The doors are locked, there are no evening candles. They are so afraid; they 

don’t want anyone to know where they are.  It’s not unlike those black out days 

Europeans experienced in the second world war. Remember the text:  ‚When it was 

evening on that day, the first day of the week, and the doors of the house where the 

disciples had met were locked for fear of the Jews.‛  

 

For fear of the Jews. This is also really important.  When the writer of John’s gospel 

writes ‚The Jews‛ like this, he is not referring to the ordinary people of Jesus’ day.  He 

was writing about the temple leadership.  The Sanhedrin. The scribes and the chief 

priests.  The ones who control the religious and cultural standards of the people.  They 

are the ones, according to John’s gospel, responsible for Jesus’ death...his torture, his 

mock trial in Pilate’s court, his beating. According to John’s gospel, the disciples are 

afraid of these very same ones.  And that’s because throughout the week of the events, 

they themselves had been identified with the rabble-rouser Jesus.  They’re just like he 

was. So they’re afraid that these same temple leaders will conspire against them and put 

them to death.  So they’re in hiding.  It’s the Sunday of the resurrection and far from 

being excited, they’re scared. 

 

So I want you to imagine being there.  Have you ever been in a place where you have 

actually been so terrified for your future that you are completely paralyzed.  You are 

frozen in fear, unable to move, to think, to do anything but fight or run?  Imagine being 

a Palestinian in Baghdad when war breaks out.  Imagine being a Sunni Muslim in the 

Middle East. Imagine being a black woman, making a decision to sit on the first seat 



you see, rather than make the long walk to the back of the bus. Imagine spending your 

first night on the street having given up trying to make life work in a family system of 

dysfunction. Imagine stepping up to this microphone for the first time to tell your story. 

Imagine being on the target of bullying in a place you thought was the safest place on 

earth. 

 

You get the idea.   

 

What would hope look like in those situations?  What would grace and peace and the 

freedom from fear look like?  In his telling of the story, John sets up the fear.  And his 

listeners might be asking the same questions. What does the freedom from fear look 

like, now, in the second century?  In John’s story, an experience of Jesus presents itself.  

The one who died on the Friday before is still dead. But in this story, the disciples have 

a whole new experience of the one they followed. They experience him in a completely 

new way. His first words: ‚Peace be with you.‛  In their abject fear, the first word is a 

word of peace and it seems to come from the one they knew as Jesus.  His word, his first 

word always was, and now continues to be, peace.  They knew it to be him because they 

recognized the wounds.  The wounded healer they followed, is the wounded one they 

remember in the words ‚peace be with you.‛ 

 

Return to those times in your life when you were so afraid; when you were paralyzed 

by fear.  Did you hear a word of peace?  Would you have longed for a word of peace?  

Where would it come from? 

 

In the case of the disciples in that upper room, according to the story John is spinning 

for us, peace comes from two sources...it comes from a deeply rooted connection to 

Spirit.  Jesus doesn’t say, here’s the holy spirit.  He says to his followers, receive the 

holy spirit.  See the necessary action...the Spirit comes only if we receive it, when we let 

it in.  Receive the Holy Spirit.  So peace comes first in grounding ourselves in the Spirit.  

It’s a little outlandish, but okay...peace will come with rooting ourselves in the presence 

of Spirit. 

 

It’s the second idea in this story that seems completely preposterous.  As we are 

paralyzed by our fear, like the disciples in that upper room, the risen Jesus says this ‚if 

you forgive the sins of any they are forgiven; if you retain the sins of any, they are 

retained.‛  Hear these words in their context.  The disciples, afraid that they might 

suffer the same treatment as their leader, afraid that they too will be persecuted for their 

striving for the kind of world Jesus strived for, angry with the Sanhedrin, the Roman 

guards, the crowds...themselves. If you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven; if you 

retain the sins of any, they are retained.   



 

Peace will come to us when we forgive those who persecute us.  Peace will come when 

we forgive the very ones of whom we’re most afraid, most angry, most mistrusting.  

Forgive them.  And you will be at peace. 

 

The peace that comes with forgiving others is the peace we will experience.  That’s the 

benefit of forgiveness.  It doesn’t do a thing for the person we forgive.  It brings peace to 

ourselves.  See what I mean about outlandish?  Forgiving the ones we’re most angry 

with, the most afraid of, the most victimized by seems to be the most counter intuitive 

thing to do.  And yet, to the ones in the second century hearing this message in light of 

their own persecution, this is exactly what John is suggesting.  

 

No wonder Thomas is baffled.  This is the same Thomas in the story of Lazarus.  Do you 

remember a couple of weeks ago, in the gospel of John, how Jesus got a message that 

Lazarus had died.  Lazarus lived in Bethany of Judea.  Earlier in his ministry, Jesus was 

threatened with his very life in Bethany and it was Thomas who remembered the 

unfinished business there and the continuing threat.  When Jesus said, ‚Let us go to 

Bethany in Judea now,‛ it was Thomas who said ‚Let us also go, that we may die with 

him.‛  Thomas expects the worst, believes in the fear they feel, mistrusts the 

establishment.   

 

So in that locked room, when Thomas shows up and the disciples say, ‚we have seen 

the Lord,‛ with the presence of peace written all over them, because they have ventured 

into the unknown territory of forgiving their persecutors, I have a hunch Thomas is 

more than doubting. I would think he himself would have felt betrayed.  I would think 

he’d be thinking ‘weren’t we all in this anger and fear together.  You want to forgive the 

very ones who did this to Jesus?  Don’t you remember how he suffered?  How we 

suffered?   How can you think about forgiving them?  Seriously??  John wrote the story 

this way:  ‚Unless I see the mark of the nails in his hands, and put my finger in the 

mark of the nails and my hand in his side, I will not believe.‛   

 

He sounds pretty clear doesn’t he?  Forgiveness will not come from him.  But the seed 

was planted; the idea that peace will come with a deeply rooted spiritual practice and a 

radical ability to forgive even the worst of your enemies, was planted.  And a week 

later, when they’re all gathered in the same room, Thomas begins to see the effects of 

forgiveness on his friends. He sees peace on their faces.  The disciples are likely 

continuing to say this is Christ’s peace.  They are the ones who suffered.  And Thomas 

himself has an experience of that peace.  He sees their suffering transformed almost as if 

he sees the real holes in the real hands of the one who actually suffered.  He gets it.  He 

understands.  My Lord and My God. 



 

In her book Illuminata, A Return to Prayer, theologian and spiritual teacher Marianne 

Williamson writes that acknowledging, accepting and revealing our woundedness in 

the safety of intimacy – intimacy of a loving couple, or in community – is the necessary 

prelude to healing.  She writes: ‚In order to be healed, we must reveal our wounds.... 

The ability to accept ... darkness and our willingness to reveal our own make us 

vulnerable to wounding. But these are sacred wounds; they are prelude to sacred 

healing. 

Thomas, the one we remember as doubting Thomas, was simply revealing his naked 

humanity.  He was revealing feelings any of us would feel in light of pain inflicted upon 

us.  According to Marianne Williamson, this is the beginning of healing, the beginning 

of Easter’s rising, the beginning of life begun again.  Forgiveness is the spiritual practice 

that makes us whole.   

 

Friends, may its peace be upon us.  Amen. 


